
The mechanical loss coefficient (tan delta)

Definition and measurement.  The mechanical loss-
coefficient or damping coefficient,  (a dimensionless 
quantity), measures the degree to which a material dissipates 
vibrational energy (Figure 1).  If a material is loaded 
elastically to a stress  , it stores an elastic energy

per unit volume.  If it is loaded and then unloaded, it 
dissipates an energy

The loss coefficient is

The value of    usually depends on the time-scale or frequency of cycling.  

         Other measures of damping include the specific damping capacity, , the log decrement,   (the log of 
the ratio of successive amplitudes of natural vibrations), the phase-lag, , between stress and strain, and the “Q”-factor
or resonance factor, .  When damping is small ( < 0.01), these measures are related by

but when damping is large, they are no longer equivalent.  

Drilling down: the origins of damping.  Bells, traditionally, are made of bronze.  They can be (and sometimes are) made 
of glass; and they could (if you could afford it) be made of silicon carbide.  Metals, glasses, and ceramics all, under the 
right circumstances, have low intrinsic damping or “internal friction”, an important material property when structures 
vibrate.  Leather, wood (when green or wet) and most foams, elastomers, and polymers have high damping, useful when 
you want to kill vibration. 

         There are many mechanisms of intrinsic damping and hysteresis.  Some (the “damping” mechanisms) are 
associated with a process that has a specific time constant; then the energy loss is centered about a characteristic 
frequency.  Others (the “hysteresis” mechanisms) are frequency-independent; they absorb energy at all frequencies.  In 
metals a large part of the loss is hysteretic, caused by dislocation movement: it is high in soft metals like lead and pure 
aluminum.  Heavily alloyed metals like bronze and high-carbon steels have low loss because the solute pins the 
dislocations; these are the materials for bells (see Yield strength (elastic limit)).  Exceptionally high loss is found in the 
Mn-Cu alloys, because of a strain-induced phase transformation, and in magnesium, perhaps because of reversible 
twinning.  Engineering ceramics have low damping because the dislocations in them are immobile (which is why they 
are hard).  Porous ceramics, on the other hand, are filled with cracks, the surfaces of which rub, dissipating energy, when 
the material is loaded; the high damping of some cast irons has a similar origin.  In polymers, chain segments slide 
against each other when loaded; the relative motion dissipates energy.  The ease with which they slide depends on the 

ratio of the temperature T  to the glass temperature,  , of the polymer.  When  , the secondary bonds are 



“frozen”, the modulus is high and the damping is relatively low.  When  , the secondary bonds have melted, 

allowing easy chain slippage; the modulus is low and the damping is high.  (See also Fatigue strength at 107 cycles.)
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